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Nyeri County
COVID -19 Fund
launched
Mass production
of 100,000 face
masks in Nyeri
almost complete

Over 200,000 residents in Nyeri County are at risk of starvation during this time
of coronavirus. The funds will go a long way in mitigating the effects of the
COVID-19.

At the rate of about 5,000 masks a
day, the mass production exercise
which commenced on 6th April
has over 75,000 masks ready
for distribution. This has also
created employment for over 70
tailors including students from the
county.
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Nyeri Health CEC Dr. Rachel Kamau receiving PPEs from KESSHA Nyeri branch chairman Cyrus Wachira.

Nyeri County COVID -19 Fund
launched
By Jackline Gikunju

The County Government of Nyeri
has launched the Nyeri COVID-19
Fund which is aimed at benefiting the
destitute and vulnerable families in
the county who have been affected by
the pandemic.
H.E Governor Mutahi Kahiga has
reiterated that a multi-sectoral committee has already been formed which
draws stakeholders from the county
government, national government
through the office of the county commissioner, Kenya National Chambers
of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI),
Red Cross, Kenya Secondary School
Heads Association (KESSHA), Nyeri
Business Owners Association and the
Nyeri Asian Community which will
aid in raising funds for mitigation of
the effects of COVID-19.
Governor Kahiga called upon people
of goodwill to join in the bandwagon
and channel their donations through
the Paybill: 400222 Account name:
562706 YOUR NAME or through

Cooperative Bank Account number:
01141991686400. For purposes of accountability, this account has different
signatories drawn from the partners
mentioned above.
While at it, he appreciated the efforts
of Mt. Kenya Academy who have so
far donated Ksh. 200,000, Cooperative Bank who have donated Ksh.
300,000, KESSHA who donated 22
reusable PPEs worth Ksh. 100,000
and philanthropic businessman Bipin
Shah (Kasturi) who together with the
Asian Community has been providing foodstuffs twice a week for 125
needy families.
Governor Kahiga also revealed that
30% of his salary, 10% of CECs,
and 5% of other senior employees’
salaries will be channeled to the
COVID-19 kitty.
KNCCI, Nyeri chapter Chair Ibrahim
Ndegwa called upon all to join synergies to fight the pandemic and urged
leaders not to politicize the efforts

being put up to curb the disease.
Over 200,000 residents in Nyeri
County are at risk of starvation during
this time of coronavirus. The funds
will go a long way in mitigating the
effects of the COVID-19.
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Mass production of 100,000 face masks
in Nyeri almost complete
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Part of the 70 tailors at Nyeri National Polytechnic at work. They are being involved in the mass production
of 100,000 facemasks. A further 30,000 face masks are also being produced at Dedan Kimathi University of
Technology.
By Vanessa Ngunjiri

T

he mass production of 100,000
face masks through the efforts
by the County Government of
Nyeri is almost complete.
The exercise which started early this
month at Nyeri National Polytechnic
is expected to be completed soon.
The exercise of distribution of masks
also started simultaneously with
residents receiving free masks from
the county government in an effort to
fight the COVID-19 pandemic.
This has also created employment
for over 70 tailors including students
from the county who have been
working round the clock in shifts to
ensure they complete the work on
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time.
The production which commenced
on 6th April has over 75,000 masks
ready for distribution. At the rate
of about 5,000 masks a day, Nelly
Maina the officer in-charge of this
production projects said that by the
end of this week they will have hit
the targeted number of 100,000 face
masks.
But beyond averting COVID-19
spread, Gabriel Barasa, a- third- year
- diploma student at the institution
hailed the County Government of
Nyeri for providing an opportunity
for employment and also for experience gained.
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A further 30,000 face masks are also
being produced at Dedan Kimathi
University of Technology where the
County Government is purchasing the
masks which will be distributed to the
residents for free in an effort to fight
the pandemic.
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Screening continues at all the entry
points in Nyeri
Screening for the novel COVID-19 has
proven essential in the fight against the
pandemic. This is because it leads to quick
identification of cases, quick treatment for
those people who test positive and immediate isolation to prevent spread. Early testing
also helps to identify anyone who came into
contact with infected people so they too can
be quickly treated.
Nyeri County is taking all measures necessary against the spread of the Coronavirus.
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT’S) at
various screening points around the county
are screening motorists, public service vehicles’ passengers and also private car owners.
These screening points are at Karatina Town,
Naromoru, Nairutia, Kiaguthu and Mukurwe-ini.
More than 200, 000 people had been
screened.
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A traveller being screened by one of the Emergency
Medical Technicians. They are screening motorists,
PSVs and private cars.
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Fisheries officers and Kieni West farmers restocking fish in one of the dams.
BELOW: Some of the Tilapia fingerings ready for distribution.

Fish restocking in
dams continues
By Liz Mwangi

The fisheries sub-sector in Nyeri’s Department of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries issued 56,000 Tilapia mixed-sex fingerlings which were restocked in eight public dams in the county.
The dams restocked include; Kianyage in Mathira West
sub-county, Murera, Narumoru and Kiboya dams in Kieni
East sub-county, Samaki, Mairo and Twin dams in Kieni West
sub-county and Kirurumi dam in Tetu sub-county.
This financial year of 2019/2020, the department is aiming at
restocking at least 38 dams across the county which will be managed by the self-help groups. So far, 19 public dams have already
been restocked.
The purpose of replenishing is to improve the diet of the wider
community, conserve the environment and for proper utilization
of available resources in Nyeri County.
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Meet Naomi Mathenge;
Oﬃcer in-charge, Civic Education
and Public Participation
What does your unit entail and
what is its mandate?

The unit has installed notice boards
at the sub-county
offices which offers quick update
of information and
enhances interaction which gives
the sense of togetherness between the
government and the citizenry. They
have also installed Complaint and
Compliment boxes at the sub-county headquarters. They help in getting
additional comments, questions, requests, complaints and compliments
which enhances the feedback system.

Civic Education and Public Participation Unit is established under the
office of the County Secretary, it entails coordination of three major activities; Civic Education, Public Participation and Complaints Handling.
The unit is mandated to promote
constitutionalism, democratic governance and rule of law through
public training, provide information
as a means of enabling and enhancing citizen participation in matters
of governance and to coordinate
the various public participation activities in the county, this is done
through the sub-county and ward
administrators.
Part of your core duties and responsibilities revolve around policy makWhen was it actualized and what ing and training. Please enlighten us
achievements have been recorded so on the gains made to this end.
far?
Part 10 and 11 of the County GovThe unit was fully established in ernment Act 2012, highlights on the
2018 and it is located at Block C, principles, purpose and objectives of
second ﬂoor room 224 .The unit has civic education and public participamanaged to roll out civic education tion, thus as a unit all operations are
activities which involve training of guided by the law. While carrying
40 Trainers of Trainers (ToT’s) the out public participation we are guidtrainers engage in empowering and ed by the Nyeri County Public Parenlightening of the community in ticipation Act, 2015 and also Public
civic education matters.
participation guidelines from the
It has also been able to produce, Ministry of Devolution and ASAL.
distribute and disseminate informa- The Unit has also come up with legtion, education and communication islative proposals on Civic Educamaterials. The materials are in form tion and Public participation Policy
of brochures, pamphlet, posters and and Complaints Handling Policy.
roll up banners based on three mod- On training the unit has trained 40
ules; The Constitution, Devolution Trainers of Trainers – these include
and Public Participation. The Civic the ward and sub-county adminiseducation materials are shared with trators and champions from every
the government offices, communi- department. The training was facilty and any other individual with in itated by the Ministry of Devolution
need of government information.
and ASAL.

We have also trained the County and
sub-county Complaints Handling
Committees, which was facilitated
by the Commission of Administrative Justice (Office of the Ombudsman)
The unit also does continuous training to the members of the community together with Uraia Trust. On
the upcoming trainings the unit is
planning on Civic Education roll out
at mashinani, where we are targeting
200 stakeholders per ward.

James Kariuki, assistant officer Civic
Education and Public Participation.
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“Civic education is the most important weapon you can use to change the world. Every human
has for endowments; self awareness, conscience, independent will and creative imagination.
These gives ultimate human freedom. The power to choose, to respondand to change.” Naomi
Mathenge.

A group photo
of Trainers of
Trainees at Tafaria
Castle during a
training in 2018.
Fifth left is Nyeri
County Secretary
Ben Gachichio.

You handle, oversee, coordinate and in any unethical issues like abuse of feedback, public notices; done in notice
monitor complaints. Explain to us the office, corruption, misbehavior, injus- boards or various government premisprocess?
tice?
es and individual responses made to
citizens through email, phone calls and
A complaint is an expression of dis- Yes we do, if a customer complains also presenting action plans in public
satisfaction by a customer relating to about a member of staff, we treat the baraza/meetings.
public services provided. If a client is complaint confidentially, impartially
dissatisfied they can lodge a complaint and equally, we also investigate the Do you think the government has been
with us through any of the following complaint thoroughly by finding out keen to ensure that the members of the
ways;
the relevant facts, speaking with the public are able to access government
Completing a complaints form on our relevant people and verifying explana- information?
website www.nyeri.go.ke, telephoning tions where possible.
on 0721/722 019019, writing to P.O If the customer complaints is being Access to information is a fundamental
Box 1112 10100, Nyeri , emailing on investigated by a relevant national or right for any society governed by rule
info@nyeri.go.ke
county regulator we may cease to take of law.
Our six-point complaint process in- further action in relation to the com- Our Kenyan Law, Constitution of
cludes: Acknowledgement of the plaint pending finalization of their in- Kenya 2010, Article 35 and CGN Act
complaint, Review, Investigation, vestigation.
2012, section 96 provides the right to
Response, Action and Recording for
access information.
continuous improvement process and Tells us about the feedback mechanism County Government of Nyeri has an
monitoring for regular review.
open door policy where citizens are
The complaints are coordinated by the Citizen feedback is important means by free to interact and get information
County and sub-county Complaints which government engages with citi- from the government officers. It has
Committee. The County Government zens. It includes concepts such as com- also been very keen on sharing of inof Nyeri is committed to resolving cus- plaints, request for information, prais- formation through various platforms;
tomers’ issues at first point of contact; es, request for intervention and hints. website, sending notices to churches
however, this will not be possible in all Social media allow multiple people to while inviting the citizens for a meetcircumstances in instances where more engage with an issue in public forum. ing, social media platforms i.e. Faceformal complaints process will be fol- It is also considered an effective means book and twitter account, notice boards
lowed. We are committed to resolving for improving the performance of pub- which are located at every sub-county
complaints within 10 working days.
lic utilities.
and also uses the radio and television to
Feedback mechanism is addressed in pass information.
Do you receive complaints of officers various ways in our county including
from the government being involved online panels, website, text messages
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What
role
did your Unit
play in the last
World Bank
Assessment
which led to
Nyeri County
scooping position two nationwide?
By
availing
documentary
evidence of the
above requirements,
we
formed a strong base that made our county perform. At the same
time great team work with the other key result areas together
with all departments and able leadership from our Governor,
the County Secretary and County Focal Person enabled us to
emerge among the best in the country.
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In support of dairy
goat farming
Nyeri Agriculture CEC James Wachihi has ﬂagged
off 90 dairy goats which will be distributed to all
the sub-counties in Nyeri County.
The French Alphine goats from Dairy Goats Association of Kenya are the modern breeds which have
a capacity of producing up to 3.5 litres per day. 45
dairy goats’ groups will each receive two goats; a
doe and a buck.
Wachihi (pictured) noted that there has been a lot
of inbreeding for the current breed in the market
and so there was need to bring in improved Alphine breed which tops milk producers

Nyeri residents have been reluctant in attending public participation meetings, which strategies do you use in mobilization?
It is true that Nyeri residents do not participate well in public
participation meetings, this happens due to apathy of the society,
political affiliations, claim for allowances, geographical locality
where some claim to travel to far for the meetings.
The unit and government departments use the following strategies while doing mobilization; zoning of stakeholders, engaging
diverse organizations and community leaders, creating public
advocacy, sending notices, use of text messages, social media
platform, holding preliminary meetings with community leaders
and enlist their support to mobilize community, holding meetings in strategically located venues and regular review of community mobilization.
Being at the helm of the leadership in the unit, who compromises your team and how do you ensure there is synergy among the
team members to enhance optimum service delivery?
The Civic Education and Public Participation Unit is managed
by three officers who run day to day office operations. However,
for the Unit to be able to coordinate the Civic Education, Public
Participation and Complaints Handling activities, it has engaged
the ward and sub-county administrators and various champions
from every department, thus has a team of about 50 officers.
We ensure that the team is well motivated through regular training, sharing of the civic education materials, enhancing team
work and encouraging them to give us feedback and ensuring
that they are involved in decision making.

The breeds are known for their high quality milk
producing ability and are used for both homestead
and commercial milk production purpose. Their
milk is of good quality and used for making different types of milk products.
Goat’s milk is high in medium-chain fatty acids.
This is important because these are not stored as
body fat and provide an energy boost. They are
linked to the prevention of heart disease and the
treatment of many intestinal conditions while lowering your cholesterol and increasing levels of
good cholesterol. Goat milk is also recommended
for people who are lactose intolerant.
Good nutrition, proper milking procedures, reproductive management, and disease control are factors that contribute to milk production of the Alpine goats.
The department has a mission to improve livelihood of county citizens through promotion of competitive and sustainable agriculture, livestock and
fisheries.
Also, the County Government of Nyeri is focused
on ensuring agriculture is taken as a business and
one which is attractive to all gender and age groups.
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Donation in support of Nyeri street
children programme
By Vanessa Ngunjiri

K

enya National Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KNCCI), Nyeri chapter donated 100
mattresses and 100 blankets to support the
street children rehabilitation programme in Nyeri town.
The County Government of Nyeri through the Department of Gender, Youth and Social Services is partnering with the National Government to ensure that 100
street children within Nyeri town are accommodated at
Thunguma Children’s Home and Rehabilitation Centre. The street children while being rehabilitated will
acquire knowledge and skills at the centre which will
serve them in the future.
KNCCI Nyeri chapter Chairman Ibrahim Ndegwa said
this will remove the children from the dangers of the
streets which include the COVID-19 pandemic.
This initiative is one of the measures taken to shield the
possible COVID-19 risk areas identified by the County
Emergency Response Committee co-chaired by the

Governor H.E Mutahi Kahiga and the County Commissioner Loyford Kibara one of them being the street
children who if not catered for, are left exposed.
Ndegwa who was accompanied by branch county
director Isaac Gichohi Mwangi and philanthropic
businessman Bipin Shah also appealed to the Nyeri
business community to come up and raise funds to help
vulnerable people in the county during this time of
coronavirus pandemic.
Nyeri County Secretary Ben Gachichio and Youth CEC
Esther Ndung’u thanked the branch for their kind donation saying it will go a long way in improving the lives
of the street kids who have been suffering in town.
CEC Ndung’u said this will be a continuous process
to ensure the children are protected and have as many
chances for a better future as other children in the
society.

PHOTO | PETER WANGARI

KNCCI Nyeri Chapter led by Chairman Ibrahim Ndegwa (centre) presenting their donation of 100 mattresses and 100 blankets to
Nyeri County Secretary Ben Gachichio (third left) and Gender CEC Esther Ndung’u (fourth left).
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Medlink
Labs donates
face masks
to help ﬁght
COVID-19
Nyeri Health CEC Dr. Rachel Kamau receiving face masks from Medlink Labs Mt.
Kenya regional head Mr. Paul Chege.
PHOTOS | PETER WANGARI

By Vanessa Ngunjiri

Medlink Labs donated over 7,200
face masks to the County Government of Nyeri which will help in
the fight against COVID-19.
The face masks delivered by Mt.
Kenya regional head Mr. Paul
Chege will supplement the over
100,000 masks of the County Government of Nyeri which have been
disbursed to the residents since early this month. The donation included 7,200 surgical face masks and
100 pieces of KN95 surgical masks.
The donation was received by
County Secretary Ben Gachichio
who thanked the organization for

the donation saying it will help
save lives. The KN95 masks will be
useful to the medical personnel who
are risking their lives to fight the
disease.
Medical experts emphasized the
importance of wearing face masks
highlighting that as medically proven, they reduce chances of infection
from 70% to 1.5%.
Gachichio while appreciating the
donation also appealed to more well
wishers to continue delivering their
donations to help fight the pandemic.
The County Government of Nyeri

Refresher sensitization on COVID-19

A

team of health care workers
under the County Government
of Nyeri sensitized Mudavadi
market traders and bodaboda riders in
Nyeri town. The sensitization came in
as a follow up from the ones conducted
previously.
The sensitization was aimed at refining public knowledge on COVID-19
and addressing emerging issues. They
were also issued with Information,
Education and Communication (IEC)
materials while others were displayed
at strategic positions for reference

continues to urge its residents to
continue following the National
Government’s directives to avert
contracting and spreading the virus.

PHOTO & STORY | MUTHONI KANJA

purpose.
Over 100 traders and riders benefitted
from the same and were encouraged to
cascade the same information to others.
Nyeri Central DCC Joseph Mwangi
encouraged the public to strictly adhere
to government’s directives. He also
emphasized that masks should be worn
properly; ensure it covers nose and
mouth. He also assured the public that
the government is working hand in
hand to ensure safety for all. He called
upon each and every person to cooperate and help ﬂatten the curve.
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Governor urges national government to reconsider
budget slash
By Jackline Gikunju

Nyeri Governor H.E Mutahi Kahiga has urged the
national government to
reconsider the proposal
to slash county governments’ budgetary
allocations for
the financial year

2019/20, saying that the decision
will see counties plunge into
unanticipated financial crisis.
The Governor said that it is an
inappropriate period to leave
counties on their own, as their
own source revenue channels
have also been hard hit by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Speaking to journalists in his
office on Wednesday, he
urged the treasury to find
other ways of generating
the revenue instead of putting the burden on counties,

which have already allocated
huge sums of money to mitigate
the COVID-19 pandemic.
If the proposal to slash county
funds goes through, Nyeri is set
to lose Ksh. 513 million, and
this will be a big blow in terms
of development projects. Collectively, the counties will lose
Ksh. 46.35 billion. In the region,
Kiambu will lose Ksh. 894 million, Murang’a Ksh. 597 million,
Kirinyaga Ksh. 402 million and
Nyandarua Ksh. 462 million.

Preparedness against COVID-19 intensifies
PHOTO & STORY | MUTHONI KANJA

The Department of Health Services
under the county Government of
Nyeri continues to undertake interventions and measures aimed at
safeguarding Nyeri citizenry. The
department has been engaged in
trainings, commodities procurement
and supply, screening at entry points,
Advocacy, Communication and Social Mobilization (ACSM).
In trainings, the department has been
able to train personnel of various capacities who include; 156 chiefs and
assistant chiefs, 97 prison wardens,
16 police officers, eight Trainers of
trainers (TOTs), 30 staff at Wambugu
Farm and 16 at Weston hotel. Up to
date, over 1,600 healthcare workers
of different cadres have also undergone the training including morticians who play a key role in handling
the bodies.
The County Government of Nyeri
has procured and continues to distrib-

ute medical commodities that will be
useful to healthcare workers as well
as members of the public. Liquid
soap, surgical masks, hand sanitizer,
overalls, boots, oxygen sets, spray
pumps ,hematology, histology and
biochemistry reagents red bin liners,
among others have been supplied.
A number of health workers have also
been stationed at all the county entry
points to ensure every person coming
in is screened. Over 200,000 people
have been screened. Those who have
been found with high fever have had
a follow up done accordingly.
Through a partnership with other departments, awareness and advocacy
on COVID-19 in terms of hand washing, social distancing and compliance
to national government’s directive
has been heightened.
The office of the County Commissioner through DCCs, ACCs, chiefs
and Assistant chiefs, community

sensitization and mobilization has
been achieved.
The public is urged to take precautions and follow public health guidelines to ensure they stay safe and
avert contracting and spread of the
virus. So far no case has been confirmed within the county.
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Facebook

Ongoing projects

Installation of street lights at the
densely populated Mutaga Trading Centre in Sagana sub-location, Ruguru ward in Mathira
has kicked off. The lights shall
enhance security and enable
Mutaga traders and residents
have more working hours for
business.

The newly constructed Kiaguthu ECDE lavatory in Chinga ward, Othaya sub-county.

County Government of Nyeri officers and Magutu MCA Hon. Wanjira Wamabati to officially launch the renovation of Gaikuyu dispensary after a meeting held by the contractor and
the relevant stakeholders. Once completed, it will solve the biggest challenge experienced
for years in Magutu location, Gikumbo since the dispensary has been dormant for over 15
years.

PHOTOS | PETER MUBARI & SOURCE

Opening up of roads in Kiaigi, Kiawaithinji, Ithekahuno/Thageini and Gathaithi in Aguthi/Gaaki ward, Tetu sub-county.

Ongoing upgrading of Kiangengi-Giakaibei road (Gituri),
Magutu ward in Mathira.
Recently
upgraded Miiri
road in Mukurweini Central
ward.

Upgrading the Kianwe/Gathabari access road (phase
2) in Chinga ward, Othaya sub-county. The area had
been landlocked for the last 57 years.

Recently upgraded Kamatu Thio road in Kirimukuyu ward, Mathira
sub-county.
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Upgrading of roads within Asian Quarters Estate on the way to the ongoing Nyeri
Town Main Transport Termini ﬂagship project ongoing in Rware ward.

Recently upgraded and gravelled Pembe Tatu road in Rware
ward. Installation of culverts will be done where necessary.

Newly rehabilitated Maganjo Secondary to Gatung’ang’a
Police Post in Ruguru Ward. Culverts along the road will be
done soon.

Upgraded Kiandu - Kariko road in Wamagana ward, Tetu sub
county.

Upgraded Kianwe/Gathabari access road in Chinga, Othaya sub-county.
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Ongoing upgrading of Githunguiya-Kanyuako road in Kirimukuyu ward, Mathira.

The new status of Ithekahuno Market road in Aguthi Gaaki ward in Tetu sub-county.

Newly upgraded At Chairman road, Githwariga feeder
road in Rware ward.

Rehabilitaed Kiamachimbi (Muiriini to
Gwa Kimunyu road) in Karimukuyu ward.

Ongoing construction of drainage
system along Muthaiga-Kandara
Valley road in Kamakwa ward.
Upgraded GoodHope-Wagura road at
Kamatongu sub-location in Mweiga ward.

Kwa Johnie temporary footbridge in Kiganjo/
Mathari ward after the earlier bridge built
by the British Army during the colonial era
collapsed recently. The County Government is
planning to build a modern permanent bridge.

